
Compensator for CZ 858 Tactical Rifle, CZH  2003 Hermex,  Sa model 58 
 
 Installation: First of all remove the cover of muzzle part of barrel. Carefully clean the tread and face of recess of barrel, 
where the compensator will be touch the barrel. The compensator must be properly tightened. If you don’t  make it carefully,  
the compensator can break free after a few shots.  
 Matching is made with using lathe, cutting the back side of compensator. The pitch of thread is 1 mm. For example: we 
screw on the compensator on the barrel and half revolutiun is lacking, the compensator must be cut about 0,5 mm, etc.  
 With using soft jaws (leather) fasten the rifle in a vise, screw on the compensator and properly tighten it with flat key 
number 19. By the location of compensator to determine how many mm is necessary tu cut down. After tightening we 
recommend  let 1 or 2 mm lenght on circumference to fit safety catch into the slot of compensator.  
 The compensator seats after approximately 100 shoots and you can tighten it to the right place (fit the safety catch into the 
compensator slot). If compensator after described steps is unfastened again, then it is necessary to repeat the whole process 
once again to obtain fixed coupling of the compensator and the barrel. After that, we recommend to check rifle accuracy. 
 Maintenance: Use the quality lubrication after every shooting. Be sure that no solid (soil, snow, smal stone) is inside the 
compensator. It could cause rifle damage and dangerous injury of shooter and people abou him. 
 Notice: The compensator is manufactured in two versions. One for a shooter which shoots from left shoulder and second for 
a shooter  which shoots from right shoulder. The reason for that is lateral stability of rifle.  
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